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keto bread making made easier!Do you miss bread while on the keto diet?If yes, then hold on a
bit!Living the keto lifestyle is tough and challenging as you are limited on what to eat, cutting
down on snacks. Do you know that you can still be on the keto diet and enjoy your favorite
bread? Yes, and this book,KETO BREAD BAKERS COOKBOOK A low carb keto baking guide
for making fresh and healthy bread by Masha Stefano will show you just how!I know How
pleasant and mouthwatering the aroma of fresh bread in the kitchen can be. You deserve the
best, and making keto bread seems tricky but is still possible, even though it could be difficult to
master. A bread passes through various stages, from the bringing together the ingredients to the
final consumption, and this book shows you just that.Is this book for me?Yes, if you are looking
for a guide to make keto bread, then this is the perfect book for you because in this book, you
will be guided on how to make yummy carb free bread for different occasions and for everyone.
The recipes are easy to follow, delicious, and will help you curb carb cravings.This book
containsAn overview of the bread industryYummy keto baking recipesThe various classification
of breadDelicious keto bread you cannot resistThe 12 stages of breadEasy to make keto
breadAdditional resources to help you in the keto journeyAnd lots more!Wait no more, download
this book now to start baking!



KETOBREADBAKERS COOKBOOKA low carb keto baking guidefor making fresh and healthy
bread by Masha Stefano© Copyright 2019 – All Rights Reserved All rights reserved. No part of
this book may be distributed, reproduced, or transmitted by any means, or in any form, be it
photocopying, recording, or any other electronic or mechanical methods, without obtaining a
written permission from the publisher, except in the case of short quotations embodied in critical
reviews and certain other noncommercial uses allowed by copyright law. Copyright © by Masha
StefanoTable of Contents •Acknowledgement• Chapter IIntroductionTypes of flourHow bread is
classifiedThe twelve stages of bread •Chapter IILet the baking begin!•Chapter IIIMore crunchy
keto bread recipes you can’t resist•Chapter IVI can bet you haven’t tried these!•Chapter V These
keto goodies will make you a believer! Final Notes Acknowledgement Creating a book of this
type takes a lot, so I thank all those who have contributed directly to make this a success. I also
want to thank those that contributed in one way or the other to make this book a success. To my
loving family, I must say a big thank you! even when things seemed impossible and in tough
times you kept encouraging me on, and I promise never to let you down! Finally, I want to
specially thank you reading this book and using it as a guide, your support is a great motivation
to me, and I will keep on producing good books tailored to your demands. Chapter
one Introduction This book is a collection of different yummy keto bread recipes which are
carefully selected for your satisfaction. Before we go into the recipe proper, let’s take a look into
the basics, the history, types of bread, types of flour, stages of bread and general tips and guide
to help you bake better and enjoy. Bread is good, and must also be beautiful. Bread is loved by
many and has been a life saver. Throughout history it has come to play an important role in
feeding families and saving nations from starvation. From time immemorial, a typical bread is
made mainly of flour, water salt and yeast, which hides many flavors. Bakers have taken upon
themselves the challenge of bringing out the full potentials of wheat, in search of formulas to
transform a loaf of bread which consists mostly of tasteless starch molecules. Their
experimenting paid off, as they combined both ancient and modern bakers’ tricks to unleash
layers of flavor. These flavors, which are in five zones sneak in gradually, assisted by the
chewing process with the release of salvific enzymes. At first is the sweet zone, which triggers
you to exclaim that the bread is nice. The second zone, which is the salty zone kicks in, then
followed by the level of sweetness or sourness, and this depends on the bread, by the sides of
the tongue, getting you excited. Finally, just when you are about to swallow, your mouth floods in
the rich zone, with a strong nutlike flavor that moves into the sinuses. This flavor stays for long,
about fifteen to thirty minutes, and as you breath in or inhale. It gives you joy and makes you
fulfilled. What makes this complete is the added pleasure derived from the crumbling and
crackling under pressure and also the aesthetics of the bread.TYPES OF FLOUR 
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major challenges bakers face is choosing the right flour for baking. Flour is the main ingredient of
bread, its essence and spirit. Generally, bread flour is gotten from wheat, as wheat is a very rich
source gluten. A wheat berry is made up of three main parts namely the outer skin, also called
bran. The second part is oily and high in vitamin E, called germ, while the last component, rich in
starch and protein is called the endosperm. A simple way to understand this is using an egg as



example, with its shell, yolk and white. To get flour from wheat, wheat berries (seeds) are
crushed into different variations of powder. Flour is basically the main ingredient upon which
other ingredients are combined together in small proportions to make bread. When placed side
by side, you can easily see the difference in color and also texture of flour, but does that really
tell the difference? There isn’t a single way flour is classified, however, let’s take a look at
different types of flour. There is the whole wheat flour, or once sifted (sifted into clear) or twice
sifted (patent) bleached white flours. Classification of flour also depends on environment. For
instance, in the United States, the quantity of gluten protein it contains is one of the ways wheat
flour is classified. This gluten quantity is highly determined by the wheat type, as wheat comes in
various types, ranging from white wheat and red wheat, soft wheat and hard wheat, spring
wheat and winter wheat. As these wheats are different, so also is their quality. In Europe, the
method of classifying flour is a bit different as they use numbers to classify flour. The numbers
refer to quantity of ash which is linked to fiber or extensibility. Experts in the baking industry
classify flour into patent flour and clear flour. This classification is opposed to whole-wheat flour,
a separate category in which the whole wheat berry is still kept in the flour. In the end, you don’t
have to worry about which flour to use, as the bread recipes in this book will guide you on the
ingredients needed for each bread, so relax and bake joyfully! How Bread Is Classified The
classification of bread comes in many ways, and one classification system of bread is according
to three categories which are based on water content, or hydration. Under this classification
system, we have stiff doughs, which typically holds about 50 to 57 percent hydration of liquid to
flour. Also, there is the standard doughs, having about 57 to 65 percent hydration, and finally,
under this category is the rustic doughs with over 65 percent hydration. There is the
classification that defines bread by richness or hardness. For instance, there is minimal or no fat
or added enrichment in lean dough. As opposed to it, the enriched dough is tenderized, with a
bit flavor and sweetness added to it through eggs, fat, sugar or dairy. There are breads that
contain over 20 percent fat to flour ratio, and these are called rich dough. There is a subcategory
of bread within this category known as the laminated bread. It is tagged laminated because
there is a huge fat percentage laminated between layers of dough through the use of a chain of
folds. Bread in this category usually has a crumbling texture because when baked, the dough
puffs.Breads are also classified into other categories like naturally leavened bread, commercially
yeasted bread and un-yeasted doughs.Flat bread is a separate classification on its own and it
includes yeast and doughs that have no yeast, and they are generally low in height. Breads
made with no pre-ferment and in one mixing cycle stands as a different classification, and they
are known as straight or direct doughs. As opposed to this classification, there is the
classification known as sponge or indirect breads made with a pre-ferment. The breads in this
book surely fall in one or more different categories and as you bake you will surely figure it out!
THE TWELVE STAGES OF BREAD Making bread is beyond mixing ingredients, it is a process
that should be enjoyed. This process is in different stages, with all bread undergoing through
these stages to complete the bread making process. All bread undergoes these twelve stages



from bringing together the raw ingredients till the final loaf is out and consumed. Here are the
twelve stages of bread: 1- Mise en place (everything in place)As simple as it
sounds, this means getting everything needed ready and in place. 2- MixingHere,
three important requirements must be met, which are getting the ingredients evenly distributed,
getting the gluten developed and thirdly, initiating fermentation.
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